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ON THE TAUTNESS PROPERTY

OF ALEXANDER-SPANIER COHOMOLOGY

SATYA DEO

ABSTRACT.     Any neighborhood retract of an arbitrary topological

space is tautly imbedded with respect to Alexander-Spanier cohomology.

Introduction.  It has been remarked [2, p. 337] that a point subspace of

any topological space is tautly imbedded with respect to Alexander-Spanier

cohomology.  The objective of this paper is to show that this observation can

be generalized in the sense that every neighborhood retract, in particular

every retract of any space, is a taut subspace with respect to Alexander-

Spanier cohomology. In order to indicate the sharp contrast between the

Alexander-Spanier cohomology and the singular cohomology with respect to

tautness property, we include an example of a compact Hausdorff space such

that none of its points is taut with respect to the latter. An application of

our result is also given.

All definitions and notations used follow those in [2].  Our main result

is the following

Theorem.   Let A   be any subspace of a topological space X which is a

neighborhood retract of X.   Then A   z's a taut subspace of X with respect to

Alexander-Spanier cohomology, i.e., for every p > 0  and every coefficient

module G,   there is an isomorphism lim HPJU, G) =* HpiA, G)  where U runs

over all the open neighborhoods of A  in X.

Proof. Let M be an open neighborhood of A  in X and r: M —> A  be a

retraction.  Obviously, it suffices to consider only those open   U of X which

are contained in M.  Let 77: lim HPJU, G) —> HpiA, G) denote the homomor-

phism induced by the restriction homomorphisms  z   : HpiU, G) —► HpiA, G)

where  i: A —> U is the inclusion map.  Since  A  is a retract of each of the

open sets   U,  77 is an epimorphism.

To prove that 7/ is also a monomorphism, let \a\ e HpiU, G), where

a £ CpiU, G) and  a denotes the coset of a with respect to C?(u", G), and

iaj is the cohomology class of the cocyle  a.. Let ll' = {(/'} be an open cov-

ering of  U in X such that   §a=0 on Wp  2. Now suppose that  {aj|A =0 e

H iA, G). Then we have an open covering ll" = {U"\ of A  in X and an  a' e

Cp~ (A, G) such that 8a! = a\A  on 1J"P + 1.  We need to show only that there
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is an open set N of X such that A C N C U and <aj|/V = 0 £ HP(N, G).  De-

fine

® = [W\W=U'r\ U", U' ell', U" ell"   and  U'n A4 0 4 U"nA]

and

0 = \v\v = wn r-1(w n A), w effij

where  r = r| (J: U —► A  is the retraction map. Notice that 0 is an open cover-

ing of A  in X and that for every x £ V £ 0, r(x) £ V. Now put TV = (J[V| V

£ 01.  Then again if r = r \N: N —> A  is the retraction map we have

5r"(a') = ASa') = r*(a|A)    on 0" + 1.

Hence it only remains to prove that \a}\N = i7-W(a|A)i e HP(N, G). For that let

us define Dtp £ Cp~l(N, G) tot tp £CP(N, G) by

(Dtp)(xQ, • • • , x     A =       X        (-lY<f>(x0, ••• , x., r(x), ...   , r(x     A).
0<i<p-l

Then it is not hard to verify that <5D<p + D<5</5 = r (tf>\A) — tf>.    Since  x £ V im-

plies x, r(x) £ V C 11   for some  ll' ell', we have

8(a\N)(xQ,...,xp + l) = 0    on Dp+2.

Whence

8D(a\N) = r"{a\A) - a\N    on 0P+1.

Now passing to the cocycles we have the desired result.

Corollary 1.   Every retract of an arbitrary topological space is a taut sub-

space of X with respect to Alexander-Spanier cohomology.

Corollary 2.  Let (A, B) be a pair of subspaces of a space X such that

each of them is a neighborhood retract in X.   Then the pair (A, B) is taut with

respect to Alexander-Spanier cohomology.

Remark 1. The technique of the proof is essentially the same as used by

Spanier [2, p. 316] in proving that a closed subset of a paracompact Hausdorff

space is taut with respect to Alexander-Spanier cohomology. Moreover, a close

examination would indicate that in the proof of both of these results the fun-

damental lemma of Spanier [3] with respect to the maps 7N   and  r\N: N —* A

has been used.

Remark 2.  Since the Cech cohomology and the Alexander-Spanier coho-

mology are naturally isomorphic on the category of all topological pairs [l],

all of our results are valid for Cech cohomology also.  However, it is not true

for singular cohomology because even the point-subspaces need not be taut in

spaces beyond the class of homologically locally connected ones as the fol-

lowing example shows.
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Example. Let X = II. ,S™ be an infinite product of 7zz-spheres, m > 1.

For 772 = 1  it can also be modified without any important change.  Let x =

(x.) eX and notice that any neighborhood Uix) of x in X is of the same ho-

motopy type as X itself. Of course the inclusion map i: Uix) —► X need not

be a homotopy equivalence. By suitable excision it can be seen that

!0,eFZ .,      q = m,

0, otherwise,

where H denotes the reduced integral singular homology groups and Z. = Z

is the additive group of integers for each i and F is some finite subset of /.

The following sequence, therefore, is exact:

0 — H  iUix)) -^-*H   (X) -*H  iX, Uix)) — 0.
m mm

Recall [2, Example 7B5]  that nJJlSfixfi =* THnniS™, x.)) and that the 72-

sphere is (72 - l)-connected. Hence, by the Hurewicz theorem [2, Theorem

7.5.5], H   (X) as II.w Z .  Since H     AX) = 0,   we haVe, by the mixed homol-
m 1 et      1 m — \ J

ogy  cohomology theorem for singular theory, Z/m(X, Q) a* Horn (IT.£, Z ., Q),

where  Q is the additive group of rationals.  For each   Uix) we have a commu-

tative diagram

HmiX, Q)-~-.Hom(n/e;Z., Q)

i* Horn (z.^,1)

HmiUix), Q)-~—► Hom(IT.e,Z ., Q).

Now let /: ® Z . —» Q be the homomorphism such that /(l .) = 1 for each gen-

erator  1 . of Z.. Injectivity of Q guarantees a homomorphism / : IIZ. —> Q

extending /.  If c" £ HmiX, Q) corresponds to / under the above isomorphism,

then  c~\Uix) 4 0  for each neighborhood  Uix) of x in X.   This completes the

proof of our assertion.

Now the following interesting application of our result implies that in

the homotopy axiom of Alexander-Spanier cohomology, and hence Cech coho-

mology for the compact spaces, the unit interval can be replaced by any con-

nected space T.

Corollary 3.  Let  T and X be any connected and compact spaces, respec-

tively, and ht: X —> X x T the family of maps defined by hi.x) = ix, t). Then

h(: H iX x T, G) —> H*iX, G) is independent of t.

Proof.   It suffices to prove that if c £ H*iX x T, G) is such.that c\X x

t = 0 for any  t £ T then there is a neighborhood  Uit) of t in  T  such that

c\X x t' = 0 for every t' £ Uit). But that follows at once since X x t being a
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retract of X x T is tautly imbedded and X is compact.

The author is thankful to Professor John W. Keesee for useful discus-

sions during the preparation of this paper.
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